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FOR QUESTIONS

La Gruyère Tourisme
Place des Alpes 26, 1630 Bulle
T +41 (0)848 424 424 / www.la-gruyere.ch/snowshoeing   #lagruyere

Gibloux
Riaz

 NORDIC RÉGION GIBLOUX TRAIL
 Snowshoe trail (Green Trail A-B-H-G-A)

 Description

DIFFICULTY EASY TYPE OF ACTIVITY SPORT

DURATION 30 MINUTES LENTH 2.1KM

POSITIVE ALTITUDE 57 M NEGATIVE ALTITUDE 57 M

ALTITUDE MIN. 973 M ALTITUDE MAX. 1023 M

PARKING AND START BUVETTE DU CHALET NEUF
CHEMIN DU CHALET NEUF, 1632 RIAZ

Located on the south face of the Gibloux, Nordic Région Gibloux (NRGI) 
snowshoe trails offer an idyllic setting in winter. Between peat bogs, 
pastures and forests, you might think you are in Lapland. The view of 
the Moléson and the Pre-Alps is there to remind us that we are in Gru-
yère. Various starting points are accessible by car from Riaz, Marsens, 
Sorens (TPF Bus) and Maules.

Between clearings and forests, take advantage of the Green Trail to discover 
the wild nature of the Riaz Hills.

From the Chalet-Neuf buvette, turn left and walk along the clearing that 
appears in front of you. Cross the edge of the forest, walk about ten me-
tres up to the crossing and then follow the signpost B to the left. Stroll 
between the snow-covered fir trees to reach point B called „Prâ Boû“. 
After a good climb over 200m, you will already be at point H called „Joux 
de Pra Filieux“. Walk the 600m in the heart of a preserved forest to reach 
the point G called „Joux de Pra Filieux“. Go to your left following the A 
signpost, and walk a few more minutes in the forest. Once you reach 
the edge, you will discover the cross-country ski trails that occupy the 
clearing. You can see Chalet-Neuf in the distance, which marks the end 
of your hike. Enjoy these last moments by admiring this winter landscape 
while walking along the clearing. 

This unprepared itinerary is marked. You take this trail at your own risk. 
Snowshoeing is done in the mountains, therefore, certain rules must be 
respected for your safety.
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More information at
www.la-gruyere.ch/snowshoeing


